
Set it, clamp it, cut it. The easiest cutting solution just got easier.

The NGX Clamp Edge System™ makes it faster and simpler to 
break down sheet material—rip and crosscut boards with clean, 
accurate cuts every time. NGX gives you track saw-like precision 
without the hefty price tag.

It’s never been easier to rip, crosscut, and break down material 
than with the all-new NGX Clamp Edge™ System. No more 
fumbling with adjustable clamp ends on opposite sides of the 
straight edge—the adjustable clamp is connected to the handle. 
Simply hook the Clamp Edge across your board, line it up with 
your cut, and clamp it down—all without moving your feet.

Visit www.boratool.com for more information.

NGX Clamp Edge™

Clamping end moves with handle for 
easy adjustability from one side 

Locking handle grabs work surfaces for 
secure grip that won’t budge 

Easily increase length up to 100 in. with 
aluminum extensions 

Made of heavy-gauge, rigid aluminum 
for extreme durability 

Use with circular saws, routers, jig saws, 
and other portable power tools 

Part of entire NGX Clamp Edge™ System 
to cut and rip sheets and boards



Make sure every cut is clean and smooth with the BORA® 
NGX Saw Plate™, featuring an all-new non-chip strip to 
stop tear-out.

No matter how accurate your cuts are, ugly tear-out can still 
happen. End tear-out for good with the NGX Saw Plate™, 
specifically designed as part of the BORA® NGX Clamp 
Edge™ System. With its easy-to-use, intuitive design, you 
can mount your saw and rip or crosscut a board in no time.

An especially helpful feature of the saw plate is the all-
new non-chip strip, which saves your boards from tear-out. 
Simply press this self-adhesive strip onto the clamp edge 
and cut—the excess width of the strip will come off so the 
edge of the non-chip strip sits flat against your blade and is 
parallel to your clamp edge.

Visit www.boratool.com for more information.

NGX Saw Plate™

Self-adhesive non-chip strip reduces top 
edge tear-out for a smooth finish 

Fixed center molded channel reduces 
blade offset and guesswork 

3 points of contact hold the saw securely 
while cutting 

Quick release clamps are adjustable so your 
saw goes on and off the plate effortlessly 

Aluminum guide rails position your saw 
accurately every time 

Fits right- or left-handed saws 

Part of the NGX Clamp Edge™ System to 
cut and rip sheets and boards



NGX T-Square™

Get table saw-like cuts without the cost when you 
use the BORA® NGX T-Square™ with your NGX Clamp 
Edge™ System.

If you’ve ever started breaking down plywood before 
realizing your cutting guide isn't square, you know what 
a pain it is to go back and fix each piece. The NGX 
T-Square™ makes it simple to check if your clamp edge 
is square without ever having to move to the other side 
of your material. By replicating the way a table saw 
fence works, this accessory helps your NGX Clamp 
Edge™ stay square and parallel to your marks with ease.

Visit www.boratool.com for more information.

Squares your clamp edge to the material 
you are cutting 

Trapezoidal wedge system makes it easy 
to connect components 

Precision aluminum extrusion profile 
perfectly matches clamp edge fixed head 

Part of the NGX Clamp Edge System™ to 
cut and rip sheets and boards 

Fits all sizes of NGX Clamp Edge™


